the decline of chicago the city that doesn t work - recently crain s chicago business reported on chicago winning an award from fast company magazine chicago stood out in our reporting for its, jstor viewing subject political science - jstor is a digital library of academic journals books and primary sources, constructing ordinary places place making in urban - mexico s urban context has been shaped by political economic and administrative structures influenced by the legacies of the country s authoritarian era interacting, jstor viewing subject economics - jstor is a digital library of academic journals books and primary sources, 18 life in industrial america the american yawp - chicago embodied the triumph of american industrialization its meatpacking industry typified the sweeping changes occurring in american life, social science history bibliography andrew roberts - pamela abbott 1947 and claire wallace 1956 pamela abbott director of the centre for equality and diversity at glasgow caledonian university, outstanding academic titles awards grants - about the outstanding academic titles this prestigious list reflects the best in scholarly titles reviewed by choice and brings with it the extraordinary recognition, past events 2017 institute of east asian studies uc - the institute of east asian studies organizes and sponsors research and public service programs related to the history cultures and contemporary affairs of east asia, list of fullbright grantees - , philanthrocapitalism past and present the rockefeller foundation the gates foundation and the setting s of the international global health agenda